FameLab Bavaria 2020

Presenting science in an entertaining way:
11th of March 2020 | 19:30
Alte Mälzerei Regensburg

The concept is unique and since its beginnings in 2005 in Great Britain renowned worldwide: candidates have to present a STEM-topic in only three minutes and impress the audience and an expert jury. FameLab's goal is to give young scientists a platform to present their knowledge and to stimulate scientific communication. By now, over 25 countries worldwide are participating in FameLab-competitions!

The rules are the same for all participants: three minutes to entertainingly present a topic in such a way even laymen can understand it. They can only bring on stage what they can carry in their own hands (no PowerPoint!). Past FameLabs have proven that creativity knows no bounds!

We are looking for YOU!

FameLab is searching for scientist in the STEM-field. Do you have a bachelor’s degree and are you 21-years or older? Are you working, studying or researching in the STEM-field? Do you want to bring attention to a scientific topic or a research project? Can you explain a topic in an entertaining way in under 3 minutes? Then let's go! You can apply here: www.famelab-germany.de


1st. Place: 300 € financial award + Communications- and Media-training Masterclass in Berlin worth 1600 € + participation in FameLab Finale Germany 23rd April in Bielefeld

2nd. Place: 200 € financial award + Communications- and Media-training Masterclass in Berlin worth 1600 € + participation in FameLab Finale Germany 23rd April in Bielefeld

Terms of application and all other information:

www.famelab-germany.de

If you have questions, just write us an email: info@stadtmastering-regensburg.de or give us a call: +49 941-6003710.